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K18U 1487

v semester B.sc. Degree (cBcss-Reg-/sup./fmp.) Examination,
November 201g

(2}14Admn, Onwards)
CORE COURSE IN PHYSICS
SB07 pHy : Thermal pf,V"i""

Time : 3 Hours
tr/ax. Marks:40

SECT| ON * A.

lt:*tt 
all' very short answer type. Each question carries one mark. (4x1=4)1. Entrapy is a measure of

2. The number of coordinates in phase spaseref-rsingE particfels
3' The T-s diagram of a reversibfe engine is a triangre. The area of the triangregives

4. During an adiabatic process _ is constant._.

SECTION _ B
Alswer any seven' short answer type. Each question carries two marks. (7x2=14)
5. What is meant by principle of increase of entropy ?
s. f^/hat are extensive and intensive variabies r cive examples.
7 ' What are the posturates of statisticar mechanics ?
8. Derive the first TdS equation.

9. show that the work done during an isochoric process is arways zero.
10' Derive an expression for efficiency from T-s diagram of a cainot engine.
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11. Briefly explain Black body radiation.

12. Show that entropy is a state function.
13' State and exprain Zeroth faw of thermodynamics.
14. What are thermodynamic potentials ?
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18.

SECTION - C
Answer any four' short Essay/Problem type. Each question carries three marks.

Gri=rel15. State and prove Carnot,s theorem
16' A monatomic idealgas of volume 1 litrei ata press.ure of g atmosphere undergoesadiabatic expansion, unti I the p{?:,sr{; o;;fi iJ-r 

"trosphere. 
How much workis done ? (1 atmosphere = 10s Nfi2i

17' when.a refrigerator is switched off, the ice stored in a cold storage melts at therate of 36 kg/hour when the externariemp#ir;; ddorc:F#the minimum" output power of the motor of the telr'g"riorlequireo to prevent the ice frommelting. L=90 caiig, i calorie =4.ZJl
Galcurate the incr.ease in entro.py gl]'kg olice when it is converted into steam.Specific heat of water 1 kcai *1j-is-r. iat"nrnaarO
heat of steam 540 callg

19' Draw the T-s diagram of an isochoric process. prove that its'siope is Tlcv.
20' 'calculate the.boiling point of w.gtg1under a pressure of two atm. rt is giueninatthe boiring point of viater under a pressure;i;;;;d;;:;'si;/s.zK. 
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SECTION - D

Answer any two' Long essay type. Each question carries five marks. (2x5=10)
2-t ' Derive an expressicn for work done in a quasi=siatic,proeess, hence io fincj thework done in (1) an isothermar proc"ssizi"ii"oatic process.
22. Deduce thermodynamic potentiars and derive Maxwelt, ,."r"aion..
23' Describe carnot's cycle and obtai.l ln expression for the eticiency of an idealheat engine in term6 of temperatures.
24' state and prove clausius theorem for entropy and write down clausiusmathematical statement of second law.


